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Return to the NEC for Second AFE of 2017
Following the success of the first AFE London in January, the National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham is the focus for the second AFE event of the
year when more than 200 dealers return for the major spring event, from
6 - 9 April.
Antiques for Everyone is a hugely popular event that features specialist dealers
from across the full range of the art and antiques market. The emphasis is
not only on a vast range of collector’s pieces but also innovative 20th century
design and unique, contemporary works of art.
Described as one of the most varied and compelling fairs in the international
calendar, the fair offers the widest spectrum of exhibits to be found at any
comparable event. The fair enjoys a very broad appeal with exhibitors in
two sections providing items for sale from less than £20 for pieces like early
folk art, to more than £20,000 for fine 18th and 19th century paintings and
sculpture.
The fair offers a number of additional attractions that continue to broaden its
appeal. These include a series of talks from well-known experts, authors and
TV celebrities from the antiques world. These are presented free of charge to
visitors as a daily added attraction. At the April fair, BBC Antiques Roadshow
experts Judith Miller and Will Farmer will be speaking, sharing their advice
and top tips on what’s hot in the current market.

Mike Emeny from Art of the
Imagination at Antiques for Everyone

Mark Seabrook
of Mark Seabrook Antiques

Andrew Muir exhibits
Art Deco ceramics.

Brian Saunders from Saunders Fine Art.

Judith Miller says: ‘This is my favourite fair. Antiques for Everyone is always busy
and thousands of interested people from all areas of life come here to buy’. Judith
Miller is from Miller’s Publications and a well known and immensely popular
celebrity speaker and TV’s Antiques Roadshow expert.
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‘Deco Dave’ on his stand.

In addition, the fair hosts a Special Exhibition. This April the English Ceramics Circle will be mounting
a display of pieces from members. The English Ceramics Circle is the oldest society dedicated to the
study of British ceramics and enamels. Founded in 1927, it aims to advance knowledge by promoting and
publishing new research on these subjects. (www.englishceramiccircle.org.uk), The Circle`s worldwide
membership embraces collectors, curators, archaeologists, potters, auctioneers, dealers, social historians
and all those with an interest in the history of ceramics made in the British Isles. They will be exhibiting a
fine display of diverse ceramics including a previously unrecorded, 56cm high vase, the largest ever made
by the Worcester Flight & Barr factory, circa 1820, and signed by one of their foremost artists, Samuel
Astles. The ECC will also be giving three talks on at the Fair on unusual ceramics. Further details will be
announced soon.
Wide Appeal Ensures Good Business
Specialist dealers from across the UK exhibit at the NEC. ‘This is the one fair that constantly delivers the
customers,’ says John Stanley from The Blackbrook Gallery, Leicestershire, dealers in 18th, 19th and early
20th century naive animal art paintings and portraits.
‘Another NEC fair and I look forward to meeting appreciative collectors who always spend,’ James Strang,
Glasgow, showing Scottish Decorative Arts.
‘This is always a reliable fair for me with sales including furniture, treen and metalwork,’ Mark
Seabrook, Mark Seabrook Antiques from Cambridgeshire, specialising in country furniture.
Now, more than ever, the fair features decorative and designer pieces from every age and period.
Specialising in Art Deco sculpture, Hickmet Fine Arts and Solo Antiques return with a large stand of
eye-catching bronze and ivory figures from the early 20th century. Many feature typical Art Deco dancing
girls, full of exotic allure, by masters of the art, including Josef Lorenzl, Ferdinand Priess and Demetre
Chiparus. Lighting specialist Deco Dave has a stand that cannot be missed, glittering with stylish French
chandeliers, wall lights and table lamps. Marion David Decorative Arts has unusual silver, clocks and
collector’s pieces.
Traditional period furniture is currently rising in demand and dealers will be showing a wide range of
pieces, from early 17th century oak to 18th and 19th century Georgian and Victorian town and country
pieces and early 20th century mahogany and walnut. Among the many furniture veterans will be Mark
Seabrook Antiques, Tim Saltwell Antiques and Andrew Lovatt Antiques.
Fine art is strongly represented from galleries with 18th century portraits to contemporary illustrators. Art
of the Imagination show contemporary illustrative works while Saunders Fine Art, Ashleigh House Fine
Art, J.C. Antiques and Blackbrook Gallery offer Victorian and Continental paintings; Wigs on the Green
and Cynthia Walmsley offer rare miniature portraits and silhouettes. Modern British painting specialists
include A.J.Art with British and European oils.
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Buyers looking for period clocks and barometers will find Kembery Antique Clocks with a variety of
English and French examples. Fine silver is featured with a number of the country’s major dealers, notably
S. & A. Marsh, Cotswold Collectables and Highland Antiques. Jewellery is especially popular and there
are numerous dealers including Henry Nicholls & Sons Antiques, Shapiro & Co, Plaza, T. Robert, Scarab,
Anderson Jones and Billy Rae among many others.
Among many other specialists will be Erna Hiscock and John Shepherd who offer folk art and
needleworks, Roger de Ville with early English pottery; John Newton Antiques with German studio
pottery, and porcelain dealers Anderson Jones, Drove House Antiques, Bac to Basics, Bottlebrook
Antiques and Julian Eade. Andrew Muir shows a superb range of Clarice Cliff and 20th century pieces
including Moorcroft pottery.
Exhibits are vetted by specialist panels of experts for date and condition to ensure all items for sale are
correctly labelled and collectors can buy with confidence.
Fair Director Mary Claire Boyd says: ‘With its rich diversity of pieces with varying price points to suit all
pockets, Antiques for Everyone always surprises and delights. It’s a very friendly and approachable fair,
offering visitors the chance to engage with and buy from knowledgable, specialist exhibitors who provide a
dazzling array of highly desirable items.’
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A comfortable 3-seater red leather sofa in
Mogens Hansen style, made by Hurup,
Denmark. £2,400.
Fom Scandinavian by Design.
Costume jewellery features on several
stands. This fine pair of earrings by
Schiaparelli belong to
Gemma Redmond Vintage.

A beautiful Victorian
Ruby and Diamond
Butterfly with 2.65cts of
old cut diamonds and
0.75cts of rubies, and
cabochon ruby eyes, all
set in silver and gold.
English circa 1860.
From Daryl Gigg,
jewellery specialist.
£5500.

This Leeds china mug was produced to commemorate the Marriage of James Ingram to Ann Wright
on 15 Jan. 1802 in Halifax. Born in 1772 James was a
cotton weaver by trade. The decoration is identical to
Sarah Taskers mug of 1802
(pl.548 The Yorkshire Potteries by J.Griffin)
On sale from John Shepherd & Erna Hiscock.
£395.00.
A detail from a mounted pair
ofChinese silk sleeve bands
or cuffs on apale blue-green
ground from the mid 19th
century, sewn together to
forma panel. The vibrant design
includes flowers and, at the
centre, the auspicious symbols
of 3-legged toads and bats.
Priced at £210.
From Drove House Antiques.

“Deux Pigeons s’aimaient
tendre” a bronze sculpture
of two birds who loved each
other tenderly taken from the
fable by La Fontaine. A very
fine and well detailed sculpture. Circa 1888. £4,550.00.
From Hazlehurst Antiques

